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ABSTRACT

Smart, C.C. and Ford, D.C., 1983. The Castleguard karst, Main Ranges, Canadian Rocky
Mountains. In: W. Back and P.E. LaMoreaux (Guest-Editors), V.T. Stringfield
Symposium - Processes in Karst Hydrology. J. Hydrol., 61: 193-197'

The Castleguard karst is partly overlain by the Columbia lcefield. Subglacial water is

drained through the karst to constricted springs in the Castleguard Valley. The apparent
immaturity of the springs is contradicted by their rapid response and recession, and by
rapid groundwater velocities. The inferred age of 700,000 yr. is also sufficient for conduit
development. It is concluded that recent glaciation has btoeked a pre-existing conduit,
throwing the aquifer into temporary disorder.

MORPHOLOGY AND HYDROLOGY

The Castleguaxd karst appears to be the foremost example of a modern
subglacial karst system. It is believed that a major portion of the aqueous
drainage of tlre Columbia Icefield, the largest surviving ice body in the
Rocky Mountains, is discharged through its bed into well integrated cave

conduits.
The setting is shown in Fig. 1. Between the valleys of the Saskatchewan

and South glaciers strata dip SE at 5-60. Below 2500m above sea lwel
(a.s.l.) they are massive carbonates of Middle Cambrian age. The basal
Cathedral Formation is a very massive crystalline limestone more than
300 m in thickness; it is the principal aquifer. Succeeding it, the Stephen
Formation consists of 60m of shale, calcareous strale and dolomite. It is a
partiat aquiclude. The Eldon and Pika formations are a second aquifer, com-
prising 200 m of limestone and dolomite laminates, massively bedded. Joints
are few but large and there are interformational sedimentary dikes which
may guide groundwater. These strata are most resistant and form a bench'
land that is capped by cirques and horn peaks in weaker clastics rising to
3000 m a.s.l. The Columbia Icefield is 100-350 m thick and rests on benches
in the upper Cathedral; consequently the ice is highly crevassed. A broad
transection valley, the Meadows, hangs 380m at its southern end.

Waters axe seen to sink in two exfua-glacial areas, In dhe northern Meadows
(Fig. 1, site A) numerous youttrful solution shafts and dolines take local
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Fig. 1. Topographic map of the Castleguard--sentral Columbia Icefield area, showing

Castleguard Cave and traced groundwater flow to the regional springs'

drainage plus some melt water from small cirque glaciers to the east' On

benches it zloOm a.s.l. south of Castleguard Mountain (site B) other local

waters sink in constricted solutional clefts on joints of the Pika Formation.

Subgtacial streams can be obsenred sinking in shafts beneath the ice.

There axe numerous karst springs distributed along 5 km of the CastlegUard

River valley. This valley is at the downdip extremity of the region' aligned

on the shike of a plunging monocline. Springs rise from joints in the mono-

cline, but may be-buri-ed by tin or rivei gpavels. Few exceed 1m3 s-l dis-

charge. Big Sbring (fig. 1) discharges 6.5 m3 s-l ma:cimum from a rising
joint-strike conduit 50 m above the river.
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Castleguard Cave aggtegates 14km of galleries generally 2 x 5 m in section,
oriented downdip and descending 280 m in upper Cathedral strata. Explora-
tion beneath the icefield at the northwest extremity continues; one passage

there appears to be sealed by an injection of glacier ice. The eave is now a
hydrologic reliet that passes local invasion waters into impenetrable shafts

in its noor, except at its southeast (lower) end. Here, the first km may be

inundated for weeks at a time in summer, the floodwaters rising from lower

shafts and periodically spilling out of the entrance (Ford, L97La, 1975;
Ford et al., tg76). ftris is 250m higher than Big Spring. There are several

other perriodic springs and a smaller perennial spring close to tle cave mouth.
Observed t""h*gL of the aquifer at A and B accounts for -1Vo of the

aggregate discharge at the springs. From the trend of the relict cave, it was

inierrea that much of the balance derives from the central Columbia Icefield
and is conveyed by younger caves at lower elevation (Ford, 1971a).

FIELD MEASUREMENTS AND ANALYSIS

Detailed hydrologic studies commenced in the melt season, June-
September, Lg|g, and are continuing. Rainfall, air temperatute, the dis-

charge of a high-altitude glacier and of a major valley glacier (South Glacier),

werJ re"otded to define input analogs and responses in the glacial environ-

ment" Output was recorded at the Big Spring and the cave springs.

Big Spring generally showed strong diurnal oscillations in discharge peaks

lagged 6-Z ftr. behind the diumal peaks in the conventional glacier-melt

tii&r. However, during its peak flow periods (-6.5 m3 s-l), Big Spring dis-

played a nearly constant discharge. During this time, the periodic springs

at the cave commenced flowing, displaying strong diurnal pulses (Fig. 2).
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Groundwater flow was traced with fluorescent dyes, employing the newly

developed Tumer@ Designs Model I0 fluorometer. Backgtound fluorescence
is very low in these walters and resolution of better tlian 1 part per 1011

Rhodamine WI@ was obtained.
Dye injected at site A gave a strong qualitative trace to the cave springs

and a later, less stxong hace to Big Springs. This confirmed that there is a
groundwater connection between these two outlets.

Five quantitative haces were made from site B, dye being injected at
differing stages of Big Spring. Dye was recovered only at Big Spring and

other valley springs, none being recorded at the cave springs. The proven

linkage between these springs therefore is not a simple distributary relation-
ship.

From time concentration data, the average flowthrough time of each

injection at site B was computed as the first moment of the dye cloud about
the time of injection. The straight-Iine distance between site B and Big

Spring is 4.5km, includingTS}m of descent through the laminates (which
are very immaturely karsted at the inlets), the Stephen aquitard and.the
most oi the Cathedral Formation. At the highest stage tested (6.5 m3 s-l at
Big Spring), the leading edge of the dye cloud emerged in less than 4hr.;
mean flowthrough time was 7.1hr. This yields a minimum mean velocity of
640 m hr.-l. At the lowest stage tested (when the cave springs had ceased to
flow) a minimum mean velocity of 200mhr.-l was recorded. These results
suggest that the phreas has a very limited volume.

Tlacer reeovery was from 6.6 to L8.6Vo. Assuming perfect mixing in the
aquifer and no destructive dye loss, peak discharge of the total system of
springs was 5? m3 s-l in 19?9. For comparison, peak discharge of the south
Glacier melt river, which is the apparent drain of much of the Columbia
Icefield, was only 8-10m3s-l and this includes meltwaters from large,

independent cirque glaciers to the south, plus an unknown proportion of
spring water rising in the channel bed above the gauging station. We conclude
that the springs are the principal drain of the central icefield.

waters sinking beneath the icefield are thought to be largely of supra-
glacial melt origin. During a period of cool weather with rains in early
September, discharge of the springs fell abruptly. The individual rain storms
induced minor flood pulses of more turbid water. These waters were possibly

derived from extraglacial areas.
Dissolved carbonates were stable at around 16mgl-t throughout the

observing season. This points to the dominant source being firn and ice that
is depleted in CO2 (Ford, 1971b).

DISCUSSION

The Castleguard karst system is highly responsive. Its many peculiarities
owe much to the singular massiveness of the strata plus the high hydraulic
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gradients induced by the cover of modern ice and the deep entrenchment

effected by ancient ice. The true ponors of the system are crevasses at the
glacier surface, 300m above the carbonate section.

There is little storage in the aquifer and its rapid response and recession

indicate a sparse but well-integrated network of conduits, linked together

as they are in the known relict cave. There is baseflow from the lowest

springs through the winter (October-May); this may indicate some storage

*pu"1ty within the aquifer or possibly water derived from slow but con-

tinuous melt at the base of the ice.
From uranium series dating and paleomagnetic studies of speleothems in

the cave (Ford et al., Lg76),it is known that the modem conduit system had

begun to develop more than ?.0'10s yr. ago. It was well evolved (the cave

was relict) 1.5 ' 105 yr. B.P. and the icefield has probably persisted since that
time. At the peak of the last glaciation all except summits was ice-covered in
the region. Ice depth at Big Spring was mole than 800 m. Nevertheless, some

sub-glacial groundwater circulation persisted in the relict cave at least (Ford
et a1., L976, p.221'). This confirms that karst flow systems may be main-

tained beneath temperate ice.
The hydrolory and high groundwater velocity indicate a mature karst.

This would be expected in this limestone given the time available. The
immaturity implied by the numerous constricted springs must result from a

major disruption. It is probable that recent glacial deposits have blocked the
pre-existing springs, throwing the aquifer into temporary disorder.
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